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Meross MTS200BHK Wi-Fi smart thermostat
The  state-of-the-art  Meross  MTS200BHK Wi-Fi  Smart  Thermostat  will  allow  you  to  conveniently  control  the  water  temperature  in  your
home.  Compatible  with  most  popular  boilers  and  water  heating  systems,  it  stands  out  for  its  easy  operation  and  exceptional
convenience. It works with Apple HomeKit, Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and SmartThings. It stands out for its accuracy of 0.5℃, and
with its scheduling function, it helps reduce heating costs.
 
Full control
The  Meross  MTS200BHK  Wi-Fi  Smart  Thermostat  is  the  perfect  way  to  manage  the  water  temperature  in  your  home.  The  device  is
extremely precise and provides an accuracy of 0.5℃, and allows you to set the temperature from 5 to 35℃. Importantly, the thermostat
has a function that detects an open window - in which case it automatically stops heating, which helps reduce bills.
 
Convenient operation
The thermostat is compatible with Apple HomeKit, Amazon Alexa, Hey Google and Smart Things - so you can conveniently manage its
operation from your smartphone or via voice commands. All you need is hardware running iOS 13.0 and above or Android 6.0 and above.
You don't even have to get up from the couch to change the selected temperature, plus you can create schedules to optimally match its
operation to your family's lifestyle.
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Note
The thermostat works with popular boilers and water heating systems and is not compatible with electric floor heating systems.
 
Included
Wi-Fi smart thermostat x1
Sensor β=3950 R25°C=10K x1
Screws x4
Manufacturer	
Meross
Model	
MTS200BHK
Version	
EU
Dimensions	
8.6 x 8.6 x 4.2 cm
Wireless standard	
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, 2.4GHz
Certifications	
CE, RoHS, WEEE
System requirements	
iOS 13.0 or later, Android 6.0 or later, Wi-Fi connection
Operating temperature	
0°C-40°C
Storage temperature	
-40°C-70°C
Operating ambient humidity	
10%-90% (non-condensing)
Storage ambient humidity	
5%-90% (non-condensing)
Power consumption	
＜ 1 W
Accuracy	
±0.5 ℃
Setpoint range	
5-35℃
Input voltage	
100-250V 50/60Hz
Output voltage	
3A

Preço:

Antes: € 69.495

Agora: € 57.00
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Casa inteligente, Heating
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